Botany Bay Hash House Harriers
Convict Trash

Run:
Date:
Hare:
Location:

1583
9th. January 2017
Dundee
Loftus

Hareline
Run
no.
1584

Date

Hare

Run details

16/1/17

Grewsome

1585
1586
1587

23/1/17
30/1/17
6/2/17

Blondie
Hare Required
Winning Streak

Gymea Hotel Gymea Bay
Same
Road, Gymea. – meet in car
park next to station
Clovelly Hotel
Same

1588
1589
1590
1591
1592
1593

13/2/17
20/2/17
27/2/17
6/3/17
13/3/17
20/3/17

Canookie
Hare Required
Doc
Hare Required
Hare Required
Saint

B2H3 Convict Trash

Olds Park Sports Club
1 Olds Park Lane, Beverly
Hills
TBA

On In

Same

TBA

TBA
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Run 1571
To save Tickle the added burden of the run report, the bloke who set it & acted as trail
master will endeavour to give an unbiased report of the action – best run of the year
was the general opinion of the masses (or that’s what I heard). Lots of bush, including
Merkin & Brazilian, plenty of arrows, checks & on backs & was amazed that the front
runner, who veered off trail, missing the first on back & ensuring the 3.76km run
became a 4.5km run for all the runners, didn’t receive a nomination for Prick of the
week.
The above & a number of checks & on backs ensured the walkers kept pace with the
runners for most of the run, until heart break hill, which made the City to Surf hill look
like a downhill sprint. Strangely there was little complaining from the pack, which may
have had something to do with their inability to breath rather than appreciation of the
terrain.
Oh well another bush bash, done & dusted & thoughts in the can for next year’s bash. I
want to thank everyone for their attendance, which was many more than I expected &
makes the four times I climbed that bloody hill worthwhile.
In appreciation,
Dundee!!

Circle Report
The RA didn’t do his history homework again (many weeks running) so threw the
question of what does Sutherland mean to Hannibal (who knows why, maybe expecting
Hannibal to recall his notes from RA ghosts past).
Hannibal advised Sutherland means steep bloody cliffs (as evidenced by the trail
tonight) – but Cannon argued (for a change) that it was the name of the first person
killed by the Aborigines….. so who knows the facts/truth? Not likely to be the three
‘wise men’ of B2H3.
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Run Report
The RR this week was Cold Duck: He immediately renamed it the ‘step’ report – stating it
was the least of amount of running he had ever seen in his illustrious (my words not his)
career in Hash.
At the chalk talk, Dundee lamented that it was a very short run. And it would have been if
the runners had stopped after the first loop – where they managed to run through an onback.
After that, it was down, down, down and then a long way up. ‘Lovely run’ was the sarcastic
summary from the reporter. Despite all the bad mouthing, he scored the run 8.7 out of 10.

Visitors: - Brazilian & Meltdown

Athletes: -

None

Birthdays: -

Merkin who nominated himself because he didn’t get to do the run
report & missed out on another free beer (think he must have 20 birthdays a year).

New Shoes: - None
Prickette and Prick nominations
CANOOKIE – Loan Arranger got a shiver down his spine (or other place) when she started
speaking French.
SNIFFER – so organised that she has already bought plots in the next door cemetery for
herself and 11 other members of her closest family. So they can stay in close contact in the
afterlife.
GRENADE – for her father having bought plots for his wife and his fiancée (one of those
thinking puzzles….).
SLOTCARD – should be rewarded for moving her car around 3 spots, so Goon could be right
next to the bucket after the run (more likely so she could be facing the right way for a quick
get away to dinner).
SIR LES – Sniffer called for a show of hands for Harriettes to nominate the Bucket master to
protest about the quality of the champagne (Sniffer just put her hand up to be Bucket
master for next year).
DUNDEE – for kissing the run reporter (who did not flinch).

Pricks – Canookie & Sir Les
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Jokes: - None there’s heaps in the web site
Dates for your Diary
Date
19/2/17 to 26/2/17

Event
Nash Hash- Ballarat, VIC

Details

14/9/18 to 16/9/18

Mother Hash 80th.
Anniversary – Kuala
Lumpur

www.motherhash.com

18/2/17

Annual Pub Crawl

Dunno if DW noticed but it’s the day
before Nash Hash according to this diary

www.goldrushnashhash.com.au

B2H3 Committee: can’t be bothered filling it in – see last week.
Title
Grand Master

Hash name

AKA

Telephone

E-mail

Grand Mattress
Religious Advisor
Trail Master
Hash Scribe
Hash Cash
Bucket Master
Hash Rags

80th Anniversary
Hash House Harriers (1938), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, is pleased to announce that it will be
holding a celebration to observe its 80th Anniversary in September, 2018. Hashers from all
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corners of the hash diaspora bearing our name, or variations of it, are cordially invited to
‘return’ to the cradle – and the Eden - of hashdom, for a grand extravaganza in celebration
of this momentous milestone. Participants will get to be a part of what is shaping up to be
the largest congregation of hashers the world has ever known. Motherhash is ready to
welcome you back to the origins; be transported back in time to where our hash forebears
first germinated and gave birth to our very realm. Gispert and his band of trailblazing
initiates of 1938 will be on hand, metaphorically, to welcome you back to our spiritual
home, the HASH HOUSE. Yes, Motherhash’s 80thAnniversary will conjunct with the unveiling
of the resurrected HASH HOUSE, albeit by necessity in a different locality.
Be the fortunate first 1000 registrants, and pay only USD80.00 for the hashing experience of
your lifetime! Registrations can be done online. Visit our website at: www.motherhash.com,
and click on the link to our 80th Anniversary.
Please note that registrations are only accepted via our online registration portal as
mentioned above, so please help out your friends who are not so IT savvy. We will not
accept any hard copy or direct registrations. This 3 days event is open to ladies as well.
On On to the BIG 80th!!!
Hardy Boy Organising Secretary Motherhash’s 80th Anniversary
Ps We strongly suggest, the real hashers register quickly before the Early Bird rate is all
taken up – 518 at time of writing.
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